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Abstract: In order to find the connection between emotional intelligence and cognitive creativity and
emotional creativity through research on some colleges and universities in Shaanxi Province, this paper
adopts a quantitative method, and conducts a questionnaire survey on the personality characteristics of
college students, and finds that emotional intelligence and cognitive creativity are related. There is a
positive correlation between cognitive creativity and emotional creativity, and can play a positive role
in emotional creativity. Therefore, this study found that when cultivating individual emotional creativity,
it is necessary to cultivate creativity and emotional intelligence synchronously, and organically
combined to achieve the best educational effect.
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1. Research Methodology
Research methodology is the process of setting up conditions for data collection and analysis in such
a way that they are both relevant to the study's goal and cost-effective. This research methodology serves
as an outline, plan, or strategy for the investigation of problem including research objectives, research
questions, sampling, instrumentation, data collection and data analysis of the study rather than simply
providing a framework for the investigation of a problem.
2. Research Design
A quantitative approach will be used in this research study. For quantitative research, the findings can
be generalized, and the data can be obtained objectively. These are considered main advantages of
quantitative research as compared to qualitative research. This research study will use a non-experimental
and cross-sectional survey design. This research design entails researchers selecting a random sample of
people, assessing one or more variables using assessments, and drawing conclusions about the population
based on their findings. This research approach will be chosen because of its simplicity, speed, and
affordability. The questionnaire used to collect the data is a self-reported survey built primarily from
preexisting instruments. The constructs will be measured only once at a specific point in time to establish
the relationship between these two variables (Spector, 2019).
Man is a social person, who belongs to a certain group and is influenced by a specific culture. Human
creativity can only be shown in social activities, and it must also be evaluated and influenced by society.
However, creative activities can't be separated from intellectual activities. Therefore, this paper holds
that a person's creativity should be a manifestation of intellectual activities. It is the ability of a person to
form the image of a new product in his mind through certain intellectual activities, on the basis of existing
knowledge and experience, through certain recombination and unique processing, and through certain
actions, make it a new product. It is influenced by one's environment and largely depends on one's
personality. In essence, it consists of creative attitude, creative behavior and creative products, as well as
other influencing factors. Creativity is the core, which includes creative thinking, creative habits and
creative activities. The final form of creativity is creative products. This kind of product is bound to be
evaluated by the society, and the positive or negative evaluation from the society will promote or hinder
the further development of one's creativity.
In the literature review, descriptive research will be used to describe the conceptual characteristics
and relationship between emotional intelligence and creativity and their difference with respect to
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demographic variables. Descriptive and correlational analyses will be used to investigate the empirical
relationship between the two constructs. Correlational studies can be used to build theories about
constructs by determining the extent and direction of their relationship with other constructs, as well as
the components of those relationships. Correlational studies cannot establish cause and effect, so
inferential statistics will be used to analyze and generalize from the data (Hunziker & Blankenagel, 2021).
3. Sampling
The population contains all the necessary characteristics and features for generalization of a research
study. The study's population consists of 4200 students studying in a university of Shaanxi province of
China. TOverall, the sample of this research study will consist of 500 students. The researcher will use
sample selection formula proposed by Curry, Anderson, Zitlin and Guise (1987). They asserted that 10%
of sample selection from overall population was enough to make generalization in quantitative research.

Selection of Public Sector
University from Shaanxi
Province

Selection of social science
Departments
Selected Deaprtments = 10

Selection of science Departments
Selected Deaprtments = 10

Selection of Students from
Each Department = 15
Total = 25 X 10 = 250

Selection of Students from Each
Department = 15
Total = 25 X 10 = 250

Figure 1: Description of Sampling procedure
4. Instrumentation
The second instrument is called Creative Personality Scale (Gough, 1979). This instrument will be
used to measure creativity of students. These measurement instruments will be selected based on their
reliability and validity, affordability, accessibility, and ease of administration. There is a positive
correlation between creativity and knowledge. This view holds that creation is actually the recombination
of knowledge at a deeper level. Without knowledge or lack of knowledge, it is difficult for people to form
correct views, and it is impossible to create inventions. Because strictly speaking, creation is not from
scratch, but from the old to the new. Man's creation is not without foundation and evidence, but based on
a certain rich knowledge and experience. A creative person, even if he has not received special education
and training, must acquire certain knowledge through his own research and exploration in practice. There
is a negative correlation with knowledge. People who hold this view believe that divergent thinking
process is not generated in a certain track, but only based on the minimum information obtained. Only
under the premise of the minimum information, the creator can be completely and thoroughly informed
of the information. It has large-capacity procedural rather than factual knowledge. Factual knowledge is
often practical, while procedural knowledge only requires clear conditions and clues. Therefore,
relatively speaking, it is more practical, more migratory and more conducive to creation. Thus, the more
reasonable the knowledge structure, the higher the quality of knowledge, the easier it is to create and the
higher the creativity.
Emotional intelligence is defined using trait perspective as "all personality traits that are specifically
related to affect". This definition will be used in present research study.
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Table 1: Description of emotional intelligence questionnaire
Sr. No.
1
2
3
4

Name of Factor
Well-Being
Self-Control
Emotionality
Sociability
Overall

Number of Statement
6
6
8
6
26

Gough and Heilbrun (1965) developed a questionnaire based on personality trait. This questionnaire
is used to identify creative people. It measures creativity as a personality trait. Gough (1979) conducted
a large-scale study of 1701 people from a wide range of occupations and ages at the Institute of
Personality Assessment and Research. Gough (1979) scored all adjectives the same although some
adjectives may be more indicative of creativity than others.
On average, the self-report assessment takes between 10 and 15 minutes to complete. The Creative
Personality Scale (CPS) is comprised of 30 trait adjectives, 18 of which are associated with creativity
(e.g., individualistic, and inventive). The rest of the adjectives are incompatible with creativity (e.g.,
cautious, and conservative).
The Creative Personality Scale (CPS) will be chosen for this investigation because it is widely
accepted as a valid scale to gauge a person's creativity. This instrument is valid to measure a person's
creative personality. In present research study, the emotional intelligence will be used based on
personality trait. Therefore, the researcher selected The Creative Personality Scale (CPS) because it
measured creativity using personality trait. Therefore, a personality-based measure of creativity was also
deemed necessary. In addition, The Creative Personality Scale (CPS) is free online and easy to administer.
5. Data Collection
Both the questionnaires will be printed. These questionnaires will be distributed among participants
personally. The researcher will explain the purpose, objectives, possible findings, and risks associated
with current research study. The researcher will attach a cover letter with the questionnaire. This cover
letter will explain the purpose of the study and to give instructions on how to fill out the questionnaires.
An informed consent form, ethical considerations, and the researcher's contact information will also be
included along with the cover letter and questionnaires.
6. Data Analysis
Descriptive statistics will be used to examine data distribution and the degree to which variables are
equally distributed in the sample. The average, median, standard deviation, skewness, and kurtosis are
statistical measures used to calculate descriptive statistics. All instruments' reliability and validity are
assessed using the Cronbach alpha based on 0.05 level of statistical significance. In practice, the threshold
for practical significance is 0.10 for a small effect; 0.30 for a moderate effect; and 0.50 for a large effect
to measure correlation between various variables.
Mayer and Salovey think that emotional intelligence can be divided into four dimensions. The first
dimension is emotional perception and emotional recognition. The second dimension is the promotion of
emotion to thinking; the third dimension is the understanding and reasoning of emotion; The fourth
dimension is emotional management. These four dimensions are gradually developed, and the levels are
from low to high. Perception, evaluation and expression of emotions are regarded as the most basic
process, and comprehensive adjustment of emotions requires the most complicated processing. And each
branch is related to its stage or ability level, and the individual grasps it in a continuous order. The firstlevel ability is the most basic and first developed, while the fourth-level ability is relatively mature, and
it can't be developed until the later stage. In addition, according to this theoretical model, they developed
the first competency-based emotional intelligence scale.
The Pearson correlation will be used to calculate the correlations between emotional intelligence and
creativity (Field, 2009). The researcher will use parametric statistics in this research study. This
parametric statistics technique will be selected based on sample size and distribution of data. If one
variable increases, the other increases by the same amount, the correlation coefficient is +1, which
indicates that two variables are perfectly, positively correlated. If one variable rises, the other will
decrease by the same amount, then a correlation coefficient of -1 indicates a perfect negative relationship.
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It is calculated at 0.10 for a small effect, 0.30 for medium effect, and 0.50 for large effect for practical
significance.
The correlation between emotional intelligence and creativity will be analyzed using regression
analysis. As an independent variable, emotional intelligence will be treated in a stepwise multiple
regression and creativity will be treated as dependent variable.
7. Conclusion
This study found that both emotional intelligence and cognitive creativity have certain influence on
emotional creativity, among which cognitive creativity has a direct effect on emotional creativity, and at
the same time emotional intelligence plays a certain role in emotional creativity, that is, emotional
intelligence plays a partial intermediary role between cognitive creativity and emotional creativity. In the
investigation of all dimensions of emotional intelligence, it is found that only regulating the emotions of
others has a significant effect on emotional creativity. Therefore, this paper holds that in the actual
education process, we should pay attention to the relationship among the three, develop the individual's
emotional creativity, and at the same time, don't neglect the cultivation of the individual's cognitive
creativity and emotional intelligence. It's best to consciously connect the three in the education process,
which can get twice the result with half the effort.
This research methodology serves as an outline, plan, or strategy for the investigation of problem
including research objectives, research questions, sampling, instrumentation, data collection and data
analysis of the study rather than simply providing a framework for the investigation of a problem
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